Treatment of pseudomyxoma peritonei with two times--cytoreduction and hypertermic antiblastic peritoneal perfusion (HAPP).
Pseudomyxoma peritonei is a rare neoplasia with a low grade of clinical malignity in which neoplastic masses product large amount of mucinous material. Its treatment advocates an aggressive cytoreduction of all visceral and peritoneal lesions and Hyperthermic Antiblastic Peritoneal Perfusion (HAPP). In three cases we programmed a two stage surgical approach for the massive amount of peritoneal implants. Two times we achieved our aim, while one time, the wide progression of the disease during the two surgical procedures made useless our efforts to have a complete cytoreduction and the following HAPP. This last patient refused systemic chemotherapy between the two surgeries and we think that this should be one of the reasons of the failure.